The Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence motif facilitates translation initiation and is frequently found upstream of bacterial start codons. However, thousands of instances of this motif occur throughout the middle of protein coding genes in a typical bacterial genome. Here, we use comparative evolutionary analysis to test whether SD sequences located within genes are functionally constrained. We measure the conservation of SD sequences across Enterobacteriales, and find that they are significantly less conserved than expected. Further, the strongest SD sequences are the least conserved whereas we find evidence of conservation for the weakest possible SD sequences given amino acid constraints. Our findings indicate that most SD sequences within genes are likely to be deleterious and removed via selection. To illustrate the origin of these deleterious costs, we show that ATG start codons are significantly depleted downstream of SD sequences within genes, highlighting the constraint that these sequences impose on the surrounding nucleotides to minimize the potential for erroneous translation initiation.
Introduction
The Shine-Dalgarno (SD) sequence is a short motif that facilitates translation initiation via direct base pairing with the anti-Shine-Dalgarno (aSD) sequence on the 16S ribosomal RNA (Shine and Dalgarno 1974) . Several previous studies have shown that SD sequences are significantly depleted from within the protein coding genes of many bacterial species (Diwan and Agashe 2016; Umu et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016) . Although the depletion of SD sequences within protein coding genes is highly statistically significant, many prokaryotic genomes nevertheless contain tens of thousands of these sequences (Itzkovitz et al. 2010; Diwan and Agashe 2016; Yang et al. 2016) . While SD sequences and their effect on translation initiation have been studied for decades (de Smit and van Duin 1990; Barrick et al. 1994; Chen et al. 1994) , the role of these SD sequences within protein coding genes-hereafter referred to as SD-like sequences-is relatively unknown.
SD-like sequences may promote spurious internal translation initiation resulting in the production of truncated or frame-shifted protein products that are likely to be deleterious (Whitaker et al. 2015) . These sequences are also known to promote ribosomal frame-shifting during translation elongation, which can have a beneficial regulatory function in specific cases (Larsen et al. 1994; Devaraj and Fredrick 2010; Chen et al. 2014 ). More recently, Li et al. (2012) have suggested a general role for SD-like sequences in regulating the local rate of translation elongation by directly binding to the translating ribosome and thus inhibiting ribosomal progression to the next codon. The appearance of SD-like sequence-induced translational pauses with ribosomal dwell times 10-100Â baseline levels is supported by ribosome profiling studies in several bacterial species (Li et al. 2012; Liu et al. 2013; Subramaniam et al. 2013; Schrader et al. 2014) as well as experimental studies using a variety of techniques (Wen et al. 2008; Takahashi et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2014; Fluman et al. 2014; Vasquez et al. 2016; Frumkin et al. 2017) . If SD-like sequences regulate elongation rates, many of the observed SD-like sequences within genes may actually be beneficial for cells; translational slowdown and pausing has been shown to facilitate proper protein folding in a number of different contexts (Saunders and Deane 2010; Ugrinov and Clark 2010; Spencer et al. 2012; Pechmann and Frydman 2013; Kim et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015; Chaney et al. 2017; Jacobs and Shakhnovich 2017; Sharma and O'Brien 2017) .
However, other researchers have hypothesized that the experimental evidence for an association between SD-like sequences and translational pausing in ribosome profiling data may be an experimental artifact rather than a true Article ß The Author(s) 2018. Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of the Society for Molecular Biology and Evolution. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com biological effect (Martens et al. 2015; Mohammad et al. 2016 ). Using a variety of different experimental techniques, other studies have failed to observe an association between the appearance of SD-like sequences and ribosomal pausing events (Elgamal et al. 2014; Borg and Ehrenberg 2015; Sohmen et al. 2015; Agashe et al. 2016; Chadani et al. 2016; Mohammad et al. 2016) .
Taken together, the experimental evidence for whether SD-like sequences regulate translation elongation rates is mixed; these sequences may induce ribosomal pauses that dominate local elongation rate variation within genes, or they may not affect elongation rates at all. Further, if this mechanism of translational pausing is real, we still would not know whether organisms rely on the presence of SD-like sequences to regulate the rate of translation elongation. Just as plausibly, the cellular costs related to frame-shifting and spurious initiation may outweigh any benefits that would arise from employing this regulatory strategy. Determining the balance of these various effects is important for recombinant protein production applications that could use knowledge of SD-like sequences to tune elongation rates and encourage the production of properly folded proteins (Fluman et al. 2014; Vasquez et al. 2016) .
Here, we apply comparative evolutionary analysis to determine whether SD-like sequences in the genome of Escherichia coli are deleterious, neutral, or beneficial. Evidence for conservation of these sequences would indicate that they are beneficial (Cooper et al. 2008; Kellis et al. 2014; Ashkenazy et al. 2016) , perhaps due to a role in facilitating proper protein folding via modulation of local translation elongation rates. By contrast, our results show that 4-fold redundant nucleotides within SD-like sequences have significantly higher substitution rates than expected according to two different null model controls. These findings hold across a number of attempts to isolate a pool of functionally constrained sites (including analysis of highly expressed proteins and regions surrounding protein domain boundaries) and strongly suggest that SD-like sequences are weakly deleterious throughout the E. coli genome. We find that start codons are significantly depleted downstream of existing SD-like sequences, which provides evidence for the deleterious effects related to internal translation initiation that these sequences may promote. Our findings cast doubt on the role of SD-like sequences as a potential regulator of translation elongation rates in native genes, and urge caution when employing methods that use these sequences to tune translation elongation in recombinant designs.
Results

Assessing the Conservation Status of Shine-DalgarnoLike Sequence Motifs within Protein Coding Genes
To investigate whether SD-like sequence motifs that occur within protein coding genes have a functional role, we searched for signatures of evolutionary conservation of these sites across related species. Under the hypothesis that some fraction of the SD-like sequence motifs that are present in any genome may be playing an important functional role, we would expect to observe significantly lower rates of nucleotide substitution within these sequence motifs relative to control sites. Conversely, if these sequences perform no such functional role and are instead generally deleterious to organismal fitness, we should observe significantly higher rates of substitution within these sequence motifs.
We assembled a data set of 1394 homologous protein families from 61 species in the order Enterobacterales and quantified nucleotide-level substitution rates across the coding sequences from this data set using LEISR (Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2005; Spielman and Kosakovsky Pond 2018) . Each resulting substitution rate is a dimensionless number since we normalize the rate at each site within a gene by dividing by the mean rate across the gene (i.e., a substitution rate value of 2 an individual position refers to a site with twice the average substitution rate for that gene). As expected, we observed variability in substitution rates according to nucleotide identity within codons (1st, 2nd, 3rd positions) as well as across positions within genes (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online).
We used E. coli as a reference organism to identify the location of all SD-like sequence motifs that contain 4-fold redundant nucleotide sites in conserved amino acid positions (allowing up to one amino acid difference across all species for a given site). Additionally, we ignored all sites at the 5 0 and 3 0 gene ends to control for differences in substitution rates that occur at the end of genes to rule out the possibility of analyzing SD sequences of known function (see Materials and Methods). We note that canonical SD sequences are often not perfect complements to the highly conserved anti-SD sequence (Ma et al. 2002; Nakagawa et al. 2010; Hockenberry, Stern, et al. 2017) , and in this article, unless specified otherwise, we used a binding energy threshold of À4.5 kcal/mol to define SD-like sequences. According to this threshold, 1,998 out of 4,127 E. coli protein coding genes are preceded by SD sequences, significantly more than expected by chance (Expectation: 638.57, z-test: P < 10 À16 ). By the same definition, all E. coli protein coding genes contain 25,001 SD-like sequences, significantly fewer than expected by chance alone (Expectation: 30,397.57, z-test: P < 10 À16 ) but far more than the number of known SD sequences that function in translation initiation (supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online).
We adopted a paired-control strategy to compare substitution rates between nucleotide sites that fall within SD-like sequence motifs to control sites selected from the same gene that do not occur within SD-like sequences. Throughout the remainder of this article, we use the nomenclature of "codon" and "context" controls to refer to two different methods for selecting control nucleotides. In codon controls, after identifying a 4-fold redundant codon within a SD-like sequence, we find another occurrence of the same codon within the same gene to use as a control. Similarly, in context controls, we find the same trinucleotide site (at the À1, 0, and þ1 positions, where a 4-fold redundant position is at position 0) within the same gene to use as a paired control ( fig. 1A) . The codon control is necessary because altered synonymous codon preferences across species could affect the apparent selection on Hockenberry et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE SD-like sequences. Additionally, the context control is necessary because the mutation rate and spectrum at individual nucleotides is partially governed by the identity of flanking nucleotides. Controlling for these identities ensures that any differences, we see in SD-like sequence substitution rates are not simply due to local sequence effects that either increase or decrease the mutation rate.
Since SD-like sequences are relatively rare ($0-5 sites for the majority of genes), there are frequently many possible control sites within a given gene for each synonymous nucleotide that occurs within a SD-like sequence ( fig. 1B) . We thus randomly sampled single control nucleotide sites (from within the same gene) for each applicable SD-like nucleotide. From the resulting paired list of substitution rates for SD-like and control sites, we calculated the ratio of the average substitution rates between the two categories (SD-like sites divided by control sites) and repeated this sampling procedure 100 times to estimate the overall effect size. Assuming no difference in substitution rates between SD-like and control sequence categories, the ratios should follow a normal distribution centered around a value of 1. If sites within SDlike sequences are more conserved than control sites, we should observe values significantly <1. Finally, if sites within SD-like sequences have elevated substitution rates, indicating that they are generally deleterious, we expect to observe ratios significantly >1. To give these substitution rate ratios some context, we used a similar gene-specific paired-strategy to compare differences in substitution rates between all 4-and 2-fold redundant nucleotide sites (agnostic of their appearance in or outside of SD-like sequences). The resulting ratio Within-Gene Shine-Dalgarno Sequences Are Not Selected for Function . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE value of 2.02 shows that 4-fold redundant sites have, on an average, twice the substitution rate of 2-fold redundant sitesa value that is in line with our expectations based on the redundancy of the genetic code.
Regardless of which null model strategy that we used to select control nucleotides, we found that the substitution rates of SD-like sequences are higher than that of control sequences with an effect size on the order of $10-30% ( fig. 1C ). By contrast, as a negative control to ensure the statistical validity of our methods, we randomly assigned nucleotide sites to SD-like or control categories. We confirmed that our methods gave the proper null result using this shuffled version of our actual data points: substitution rate ratios were centered around the expected null value of 1 ("shuffled" data in fig. 1C ). We conservatively determined statistical significance by calculating the Wilcoxon signed-rank test between SD-like and control categories for each bootstrap replicate and report the median P value (P ¼ 0.003 and P ¼ 1:2 Â10 À14 for codon and context controls, respectively). We note that our statistical procedure for selecting SD-like sequences with paired gene-specific controls limits the overall number of SD-like sites that we can analyze during any individual bootstrap replicate. Table 1 ("Full data set" row) highlights the numbers of sites analyzed per replicate for the analysis presented in figure 1C . These sites, however, are not evenly spread across all 1394 genes in our data set and the median number of analyzed sites per gene was 0 for both controls-reflecting the relative rarity of SD-like sites with suitable controls and preventing us from making any genespecific claims. A total of 494 and 432 genes contributed to the analysis in figure 1C with no gene contributing >1.6% of these sites (supplementary fig. S2 , Supplementary Material online).
The finding of elevated substitution rates within SD-like sequences remains largely unchanged when we used different thresholds to define these sequences (supplementary fig. S3 , Supplementary Material online), as well as different organisms (S. enterica, K. pneumoniae, and Y. pestis) to identify the locations of SD-like sequences (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online). For Y. pestis, the most diverged of all organisms that we considered, we fail to observe a significant difference from random for the codon control but all other analyses in all other organisms remain significant.
To ensure that our methodology was capable of predicting conservation of sequence motifs that are known to be functionally constrained, we leveraged the fact that some genes in our data set are directly followed by another gene in the 3 0 direction. Thus, the true SD sites of certain downstream genes are expected to occur within the 3 0 coding sequence of upstream genes ( fig. 1D ). We therefore repeated our analysis by only considering putatively true SD sites, which we define as sites that occur within the À50 to À1 region (relative to the stop codon) in the subset of genes where a downstream start codon lies within 20 nucleotides (þ/À) of the stop codon of interest (while still selecting control sites from the internal regions of the gene). Despite the low number of motifs that met this criterion, 4-fold redundant sites within this restricted set of putative SD sequences had a substitution rate that is roughly 1/3 that of control nucleotides, indicating strong evolutionary conservation of these known SD sites and validating our overall statistical approach ( fig. 1E and F). We ensured that this result was not simply an artifact of differential substitution rates at the 3 0 end of genes by conducting the same analysis on sites that occur within the 3 0 region of genes that do not have any annotated genes directly following, and thus are not expected to function as true SD sites. We detected no significant signal of evolutionary conservation for this set of sites (supplementary fig. S5 , Supplementary Material online).
Substitution Rates Differ According to Mutational Effects on SD-Like Sequence Strength
In the preceding section, we showed that 4-fold redundant sites within SD-like sequences have significantly higher substitution rates than control sites. This finding provides support for the model of SD-like sequences being deleterious and evolutionarily transient within genes. However, the SD sequence binds facilitates translation initiation by binding directly to the anti-SD(aSD) sequence on the 30S ribosomal subunit, and this binding strength spans a range of values according to the actual SD nucleotide sequence in question. We thus separately investigated SD-like sites according to how many synonymous mutations to the 4-fold redundant nucleotide in question were predicted to increase the strength of binding to the aSD sequence (see fig. 2A for an example). Note that this designation does not refer to the absolute strength of aSD sequence binding, but rather the capacity for strictly synonymous mutations to the site in question to either increase or decrease the relative aSD sequence binding. We refer to the "locally strong" and "locally weak" sites hereafter as those where any synonymous mutation is guaranteed to decrease or increase, respectively, the strength of aSD sequence binding.
Based on our previous results, we hypothesized that if SDlike sites are deleterious, we should observe conservation of NOTE.-This number differs from the total number of all SD-like sites identified for a given criteria as some SD-like sites lack suitable control sites and are discarded from further analysis. When the number of SD-like sites in a gene exceeds the number of control sites for a given criteria, pairs of sites are randomly sampled without replacement until no control sites remain for a given bootstrap replicate. Abundance data are from Wang et al. (2015) and domain boundary information from Ciryam et al. (2013) . Hockenberry et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE locally weak sites. For this subset of sites, any synonymous mutation would, by definition, result in an increased aSD sequence binding strength. Indeed, substitution rates for this category of sites were significantly lower than expected (substitution rate ratios <1, P < 0.01), regardless of our method for selecting control nucleotides ( fig. 2B ). By contrast, when we analyzed the subset of locally strong SD-like sites, where any mutation to the 4-fold redundant position is guaranteed to result in a weaker interaction with the aSD sequence, we observed the opposite effect. These siteswhich are the majority of identified SD-like sites-had substantially elevated substitution rates compared with paired controls on the order of $10-40% (see table 1 for the number of data points included in each category, which are highly skewed toward locally strong sites in this analysis). We stress that these findings are not indicative of conservation of intermediate or weak SD-like sites, but rather the weakest possible sites given the amino acid constraints of the sequence. To further address this point, we performed the same analysis on weak SD-like sites, which we define as having aSD sequence binding free energy values between À3.5 and À4.5 kcal/mol. We observed the same pattern of locally strong sites having significantly elevated substitution rates; this is despite the fact that these sites are weaker in absolute terms than all sites depicted in figure 2 (supplementary fig. S6 , Supplementary Material online). This nucleotide dependent analysis shows that the magnitude of negative selection acting against SD-like sites is stronger than we initially observed in figure 1. As before, to ensure the robustness of these results, we we used different thresholds to define SD-like sequences (supplementary fig. S7 , Supplementary Material online), as well as a different organism (Y. pestis) to identify the locations of SD-like sequences and their classifications (supplementary fig. S8 , Supplementary Material online). When we used Y. pestis to identify all SD-like sites in aggregate, we failed to observe a significant difference in substitution rates for the codon control case (supplementary fig. S4 , Supplementary Material online). By contrast, considering locally strong and locally weak mutations restores statistical significance even in this case, highlighting the importance of considering the possible effect of mutations on the interaction between SD-like sequences and the aSD sequence.
Consistent Results across Protein Abundance Bins
While we have thus far shown that SD-like sequences as a whole are less conserved than expected, this does not preclude the possibility that some fraction of SD-like sequences have a functional role and are evolutionary constrained. The SD-like sequences that we have analyzed may actually be a mixture of deleterious and functionally beneficial sites that look weakly deleterious in aggregate. We reasoned that the most highly abundant proteins are most likely to have been purged of deleterious SD-like sequences leaving the SD-like sequences that remain within these genes particularly attractive candidates for functional conservation. Thus, if SD-like sequences are a mixture of effects, we expect to find SD-like sites within highly expressed genes to be relatively more conserved than other categories. By contrast, if SD-like sites are a uniform pool in terms of their overall negative effects, we predict that the substitution rates between different gene expression categories will not systematically vary. To test this hypothesis, we separated our data set into quintiles of genes according to their overall protein abundances in E. coli, and analyzed the substitution rate ratios of SD-like and control categories as before.
We confirmed that the most highly abundant proteins contain fewer SD-like sequences ( fig. 3A) . Since the the fraction of conserved amino acids per gene varies according to bins of protein abundance ( fig. 3B) , the overall fraction of SD-like sites eligible for analysis is variable between different protein abundance bins ( fig. 3C ). However, we nevertheless observed largely consistent results across all protein abundance bins: locally strong 4-fold redundant nucleotides within SD-like sequences have significantly higher substitution rates than paired controls ( fig. 3) . These results remained robust to our assumptions with regard to SD-like thresholds (supplementary fig. S9 , Supplementary Material online) and species used to identify SD-like sites (supplementary fig. S10 , Supplementary Material online)-though we note in the latter case E. coli values were still used to classify homologs into protein abundance bins. To ensure that these findings were not affected by gene length differences across bins, we removed the shortest and longest 10% of genes from our data set and observed similar results (supplementary fig. S11,  Supplementary Material online) . Finally, we also found that the locally weak SD-like sites had significantly lower Within-Gene Shine-Dalgarno Sequences Are Not Selected for Function . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE substitution rates than expected across nearly all protein abundance bins with the only exceptions being for the sites within the very lowest protein abundance bins (supplementary fig. S12, Supplementary Material online) .
Importantly for our goal of trying to delineate between competing hypotheses, we found no evidence of a consistent trend that would indicate that sites within highly expressed proteins were more or less likely to show evidence of functional constraint. By contrast, the overall pattern of relative substitution rate ratios across different protein abundance bins is highly similar, casting further doubt on the hypothesis that SD-like sites within a genome are actually composed of a mixture of functionally constrained and deleterious sites.
Consistent Results for Sites Following Protein Domain Boundaries
Most studies that have explored the possible functional benefits resulting from elongation rate variability have focused on the role that slow translation or translational pausing may have in helping to enhance cotranslational protein folding. Past research has indicated that slow translation at domain boundaries may enhance protein solubility by allowing one domain to properly fold before the next domain fully emerges from the ribosome exit tunnel (Ciryam et al. 2013; Sander et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2015; Chaney et al. 2017 ). The most probable candidates for functional SD-like sites may thus be those sites that occur after protein domains and particularly in multidomain proteins (Zhang et al. 2009 ).
To test this hypothesis, we relied on previously curated protein domain annotations from Ciryam et al. (2013) . After merging data sets, we were left with 415 proteins in our data set with domain annotations. We repeated our analysis within this subset of proteins, while only considering SDlike sites that occur after protein domains. We define this region as the 30-150 nucleotides downstream of 3 0 domain boundaries to account for uncertainty in annotations, and maintained our previous restriction of discarding data from the first 100 and the last 50 nucleotides for each gene (effectively discarding domains that occur at the 3 0 end of proteins). We specifically looked at the locally strong and locally weak sites, expecting that these categories would show the strongest signal based on our findings in figure 2B .
Under the hypothesis that SD-like sites after protein domains may have a functional role, we expected to observe conservation of this subset of SD-like sites (substitution rate ratios <1). A slightly weaker version of this hypothesis is that these SD-like sites should be relatively more conserved than SD-like sites in aggregate. If instead SD-like sites following protein domain boundaries do not represent any special category of sites, we should observe results similar to our prior findings where we observed elevated substitution rates in locally strong sites and conservation of locally weak sites.
For both codon and context controls, we found that substitution rates are significantly >1 for locally strong sites following protein domains with no substantial difference between these sites and the aggregated set of all locally strong SD-like sites ( fig. 4A ). Our results for locally weak sites were also consistent with the hypothesis that SD-like sites following protein domains are not obviously a distinct category of SDlike sites ( fig. 4B) . In both cases, we found more heterogeneity Hockenberry et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE in the estimates for the mean substitution rate ratios for the postdomain categories, and note that this reflects the comparably small number of SD-like sites that meet the relevant criteria for this analysis (table 1) . While this analysis did not consist of exclusively multidomain proteins, over 75% of the analyzed sites occurred within multidomain proteins. Splitting the data further to isolate smaller sets of SD-like sequences was largely prohibited by the small number of sites available for this portion of the analysis (i.e., only investigating multidomain proteins and highly expressed proteins).
SD-Like Sequences and Internal Translation Initiation
All of our results with regard to sequence conservation point to SD-like sequences having elevated rates of substitution indicative of their being largely detrimental to long-term cellular fitness. But exactly what are these detrimental effects? A natural hypothesis is that SD-like sequences may result in erroneous translation initiation, which would produce truncated or frame-shifted protein products. To test whether there is evidence of this effect, we extracted nucleotide sequences downstream of all SD-like sites within the E. coli genome (n ¼ 25,001). For a given downstream window, we asked how many ATG trinucleotide sequences occur (regardless of reading frame). We observed a significant depletion of ATG trinucleotide sequences ( fig. 5 ) within a relatively narrow window downstream of SD-like sites (4-12 nucleotides) that is in line with expectations from the characteristic spacing observed in true SD sites (Hockenberry, Pah, et al. 2017) . We calculated random expectation by drawing an equivalent number of random locations per-gene, performing the same analysis, and repeating this procedure 100 times. We observed no qualitative decrease in ATG counts according to this null model at different windows and calculated the significance of each window in the observed data according to this null expectation using a z-test. These results show that coding sequence patterns are constrained as a result of SDlike sequence occurrence to minimize possible translation initiation events. The detrimental effects of such erroneous translation initiation events likely explain at least part of the selection against the occurrence of SD-like sequences within protein coding genes.
Discussion
Several previous studies have shown that SD-like sequences are somewhat depleted within the protein coding genes of bacteria (Itzkovitz et al. 2010; Li et al. 2012; Diwan and Agashe 2016; Umu et al. 2016; Yang et al. 2016) . These studies, however, could not comment on whether SD-like sequences are deleterious to organismal fitness or whether they are sparingly used because they serve a potentially important regulatory function. Recently, there has been a debate in the literature as to the possible functional role that SD-like sequences may play in regulating translation elongation rates with different experimental protocols yielding conflicting results (Li et al. 2012; Mohammad et al. 2016) . Here, we pursued a complementary approach to investigate the possible function of SD-like sequences within bacterial protein coding genes. We performed a comparative evolutionary analysis and found (see table 1 ). (* denotes P < 0.05, *** denotes P < 0.001).
FIG. 5. Start codons are depleted downstream of SD-like sequences.
We tallied the number of ATG trinucleotide sequences that occurred within the indicated windows downstream of SD-like sequences throughout the Escherichia coli genome. An equivalent number of random sites within each gene were selected as a control to calculate significance (P ¼ 8:6 Â 10 À5 ; 3:6 Â 10 À15 ; 5:2Â 10 À27 ; 9:3 Â 10 À5 ; 0:0003 for comparisons marked as significant). (*** denotes P < 0.001).
Within-Gene Shine-Dalgarno Sequences Are Not Selected for Function . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE that SD-like sequences are weakly deleterious throughout the E. coli genome.
Using a relatively strong definition to classify SD sequences, we found that roughly 2,000 of the 4,000 E. coli protein coding genes are preceded by an identifiable SD sequence slightly upstream of the start codon (between À20 and À4 nucleotides relative to the start codon, see supplementary table S1, Supplementary Material online). This is substantially more than the $600 that would be expected based off the nucleotide composition of UTRs. However, according to this same definition, there are nearly 25,000 SD-like sequences scattered throughout E. coli protein coding genes (after excluding the first and last 60 nucleotides). The number of these SD-like sequences is significantly fewer than the $30,000 that would be expected based off of codon usage biases and amino acid sequences, but the overall magnitude of depletion is modest in scale. While these exact numbers are subject to change based on various thresholds and definitions, the facts remain that 1) there are >10 times more SD-like sequences inside E. coli protein coding genes than there are true SD sequences, 2) the overall depletion of SD-like sequences relative to expectation is highly significant yet small in magnitude, and 3) in the majority of cases, we do not know whether the existing SD-like sequences have any function at all.
Sequence conservation remains one of the gold standards for assessing the functionality of DNA sequences or regions (Cooper et al. 2008; Kellis et al. 2014; Ashkenazy et al. 2016 ). We therefore looked at the evolutionary conservation of 4-fold redundant sites that occur within SD-like sequences across E. coli protein coding genes. We compared the conservation sites within SD-like sequences to gene-specific control sites to determine whether there was any evidence of functional constraint. We failed to find any evidence of evolutionary conservation for the set of all SD-like sequences within our data set of Enterobacteriales, and instead found that these sequences actually have significantly elevated rates of substitution, on the order of $10-40% depending on the method used to select control sites. In addition to looking at all SD-like sequences, we performed a number of robustness checks and attempted to isolate subsets of likely functionally constrained SD-like sequences. However, considering sets of SD-like sequences according to 1) their overall strength of binding to the aSD sequence, 2) their occurrence within highly or lowly expressed genes, or 3) their locations relative to known protein domain boundaries did not alter our findings. All of these findings are limited to our choice of organism (E. coli) and phylogenetic set (Enterobacteriales) that we chose to analyze, and we cannot claim that these results are universally applicable across all bacteria. However, most previous experimental investigations into the role of SD-like sequences have likewise focused on E. coli and this species remains an important model system as well as a commonly used organism for engineering applications. Further experimental and comparative studies into different species and clades are necessary to comment on the universality of SD-like sequence constraints; it may be particularly informative to apply our comparative methods to species where SD-like sequences appear at a frequency equal to or even greater than null expectation (Diwan and Agashe 2016; Yang et al. 2016) .
By contrast, we know that some SD-like sequences are functional and we did find that SD-like sequences that are true SD sequences for downstream genes in multigene operons are highly conserved. We also found that locally weak SD-like sequences are conserved; in these sequences, any mutation to the 4-fold redundant site in question would actually result in an increased SD-like strength. Conservation of nucleotides within these locally weak sites is therefore evidence for avoidance of strong SD-like sequences and supports our conclusion that SD-like sequences are generally deleterious.
Researchers have previously shown that SD-like sequences are capable of promoting internal translation initiation (Whitaker et al. 2015) . We therefore hypothesized that the deleterious effects of SD-like sequences may be due to their role in encouraging internal translation initiation which would create truncated and/or frame-shifted protein products. Indeed, we found strong support for this hypothesis by observing that the occurrence of ATG start codons is significantly depleted within a narrow window downstream of existing SD-like sequences in E. coli. These data suggest that when SD-like sequences appear, they induce additional downstream constraints on coding sequence evolution and these constraints are consistent with the avoidance of translation initiation sequence features.
Since our analyses were performed on aggregates of SD-like sequences, we could not rule out whether any individual SDlike sequence or any particular set of sequences are highly conserved. In fact, we observed numerous examples of 4-fold redundant sites within SD-like sequences that are entirely conserved across all 61 species. However, the number of these sites is simply no more (and in fact, substantially fewer) than our two different null model controls. Our results do not rule out the possibility that some alternative grouping of particular genes or regions within genes that we did not consider may show increased conservation compared with null expectation. Nevertheless, based on our results and previously identified examples, the numbers of functionally constrained SD-like sequences that are involved in known regulatory processes-such as programed frame-shifting (Larsen et al. 1994; Devaraj and Fredrick 2010; Chen et al. 2014 )-appear to be a small minority of all the existing SD-like sequences.
While SD-like sequences may cause spurious internal translation initiation, another possible role they may play is in regulating translational pausing (Li et al. 2012; Mohammad et al. 2016) . Many studies have argued that pausing during translation can be beneficial, because it may facilitate proper protein folding (Evans et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2009; Saunders and Deane 2010; Siller et al. 2010; Ugrinov and Clark 2010; Spencer et al. 2012; Ciryam et al. 2013; Pechmann and Frydman 2013; Fluman et al. 2014; Pechmann et al. 2014; Sander et al. 2014; Kim et al. 2015; Zhou et al. 2015; Sharma et al. 2016; Chaney et al. 2017; Sharma and O'Brien 2017) . However, our results here show that the majority of SD-like sequences are deleterious. Based on these findings, we think it is unlikely that SD-like sequences are commonly used as a Hockenberry et al. . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE means to regulate translation elongation and protein folding in endogenous genes. We cannot, of course, rule out that this effect may exist in a limited number of cases. Additionally, we cannot rule out that SD-like sequences may induce pausing but that pausing itself is mostly deleterious to organismal fitness. Further experiments are necessary to delineate whether SD-like sequence induced pausing is a real effect, and if so whether (and under what precise conditions/contexts) pausing itself may be beneficial for helping to produce properly folded native proteins.
Previous researchers showed that the usage of individual genome-wide sequence motifs is constrained according to the regulatory role of certain sequences (Hahn et al. 2003; Itzkovitz et al. 2010; Tu grul et al. 2015; Diwan and Agashe 2016; Qian and Kussell 2016; Yang et al. 2016) . However, the statistical depletion of particular motifs may result from the regulated usage of these sequences (such as transcription factor binding sequences) or because certain motifs are simply deleterious. Comparing the statistical frequencies of sequences in a genome to a null model cannot delineate between these possibilities, which is why we have taken a comparative evolutionary approach to study the conservation status of the SD-like sequences that do appear within genes-outside of their known regulatory context. Our findings show that these SD-like sequences tend to be either purged from closely related genomes or maintained in their weakest possible state given amino acid sequence constraints. The appearance of so many SD-like sequences throughout bacterial genomes may be explained by a combination of factors that are not intended to be exhaustive or mutually exclusive. First, SD-like sequences will continually emerge due to mutation and their ultimate numbers within genomes will be governed by mutation-selection balance. Second, some amino acid pairs and triplets are difficult to encode without strong SD-like sequences and if these amino acids are necessary for protein function then SD-like sequences may be unavoidable. Finally, the overall selective pressures acting to remove these sequences appears to be fairly weak based on our findings, and other evolutionary processes-such as genetic drift and clonal interference-may simply limit the power of natural selection to remove these sequences. Practically speaking, our findings suggest that SD-like sequences should be avoided in the design of recombinant protein expression applications until more is known about their possible deleterious effects to cellular fitness.
Materials and Methods
Data Set Compilation
We assembled a data set of 1394 homologous proteins from 61 genomes within the order Enterobacteriales, unique at the individual species level (see supplementary table S2, Supplementary Material online, for a complete list of analyzed genomes). We chose this set of species as a balance between identifying relatively large numbers of homologous proteins for comparative analysis (which becomes progressively more difficult with more highly diverged species) while minimizing the confounding effects of population-level polymorphisms that may occur when analyzing multiple members of a single species. We selected species based off of their inclusion in either the PATRIC "reference" or "representative" species designations (Wattam et al. 2014 ) and used PATRIC-derived gene annotations since these annotations derive from a consistent pipeline. For each genome, we extracted all amino acid sequences and performed a reciprocal USEARCH (Edgar 2010) comparison against E. coli amino acid sequences to find 1:1 best hits (using a 70% identity threshold and a strict e-value cutoff of 10 À10 ). We included all homologs that appeared in at least 45 species.
We next individually aligned the amino acid sequences of each homolog family using MUSCLE (Edgar 2004 ) and used RAxML (GTR model, 100 bootstrap and 20 maximum likelihood replicates) (Stamatakis 2014) to create a phylogenetic tree on the concatenated amino acid sequences of 108 genes identified in all species with the fewest number of insertions/ deletions. With this tree topology, we next calculated relative nucleotide substitution rates at each position by generating aligned nucleotide sequences (based off the known nucleotide sequences of each species and the amino acid alignments) and running LEISR (Kosakovsky Pond et al. 2005; Spielman and Kosakovsky Pond 2018 ) under a GTR model to estimate position-specific substitution rates within each gene. We trimmed any 5 0 and 3 0 extensions based on the E. coli reference sequence annotations and then normalized each nucleotide substitution rate according to the mean of each gene.
We confirmed that the overall accuracy of relative substitution rate scores by performing several tests. We show via a meta-gene analysis that median substitution rates at 3rd positions of codons are significantly higher than 1st or 2nd positions and that substitution rates at the 5 0 end of genes are lower than internal positions reflecting selection on mRNA structure surrounding the start codon (supplementary fig. S1 , Supplementary Material online).
Quantifying Substitution Rate Differences between Motifs
To assess the conservation status of longer sequence motifs while controlling for amino acid and gene-specific effects, we focused exclusively on 4-fold redundant nucleotide sites (the 3rd nucleotide position of all amino acids that are encoded for by four codons and the 4-fold redundant box of amino acids that are encoded for by six codons). We opted-for this strategy to remove any artifacts that may arise from selection for or against particular amino acid sequences at different sites, but note that our analysis could in principle be applied to 2-fold redundant sites as well. We identified SD-like sites according to the computationally predicted hybridization energies between all sequential six nucleotide motifs within each gene and a putative anti-Shine-Dalgarno sequence (5 0 -CCUCCU-3 0 ) using the ViennaRNA (Hofacker 2003) cofold method with default parameters. We used a threshold of À4.5 kcal/mol based-off of the distributions of true SD sequences in the E. coli genome (supplementary fig. S13 , Supplementary Material online) to classify sequences as SD-like.
Within-Gene Shine-Dalgarno Sequences Are Not Selected for Function . doi:10.1093/molbev/msy150 MBE For each SD-like sequence motif that we identified, we assessed whether there are any 4-fold redundant nucleotide sites present within that subsequence. We excluded the terminal sites from our analysis (those that appear at positions 1 and 6 within the six nucleotide subsequence) since substitutions to these terminal nucleotides are much less likely to alter the actual hybridization energy between the SD-like sequence and the anti-Shine-Dalgarno sequence. If we identified a 4-fold redundant nucleotide in the central portion of the subsequence (positions 2-5), and if the amino acid site was almost entirely conserved (our selection process allowed for one possible amino acid difference across the species set) we next found all occurrences of the same synonymous codon within the same gene (so long as it does not occur within a SD-like motif) subject to the same near-perfect conservation constraint. We use these 3rd position nucleotides, where 3rd position here refers to the position within the codon (i.e., the 4-fold redundant site) as controls for the 4-fold redundant nucleotide site that occurs within the SD-like sequence. For both categories (SD-like and matched controls) we excluded nucleotides from our analysis if they fell within 100 nucleotides downstream from the E. coli annotated start codon or 50 nucleotides upstream from the stop codon to avoid potentially confounding effects related to translation or termination.
Additionally, we conducted a separate analysis that relied on nucleotide context for selecting control nucleotides. After finding a 4-fold redundant nucleotide in a conserved amino acid site within a SD-like sequence motif as before, we searched for another occurrence within the same gene where there is a 4-fold redundant site with the same nucleotide identity and having the same flanking nucleotides at both the þ1 and À1 positions, regardless of whether the synonymous codon is the same (i.e., the À2 position). The rest of the calculation proceeded as above, with the exception that we introduced a further constraint here by requiring the þ1 nucleotide to be almost perfectly conserved (less than one substitution) in addition to the amino acid under investigation.
To conservatively estimate the effect size and assess statistical significance between SD-like nucleotides and controls (given their nonnormal distribution and unequal n's), we adopted a paired approach as described in the text. For each gene, we randomly selected one of the SD-like nucleotide values and one paired-control value (without replacement) until there are either no more SD-like nucleotides or no suitable control nucleotides for the given gene. We then repeated this procedure across all genes in the data set. This paired analysis method controls for gene-specific effects and creates equally sized categories, which allowed us to estimate the effect size as the ratio between the average relative substitution rates for the SD-like and control site categories. We repeated this sampling procedure 100 times to get a distribution of these ratios and assessed the significance of each bootstrap by performing a Wilcoxon signed-rank test, reporting the median observed P value across all replicates.
Further analyses described in text were performed following the same basic procedure as above, by either stratifying all SD-like sites into categories based on their local mutational effects, their positions within genes, or by classifying sites separately according to different gene sets.
Protein Abundance Data
We downloaded protein abundance measurements from the PaxDB database (integrated data set, accessed 07/2017) and matched gene ids to the PATRIC genome annotation of E. coli. We were able to unambiguously map 1,386 of the 1,394 coding sequences in our complete data set to protein abundance measurements. We split these into equally sized quintile bins (each containing $277 coding sequences) and analyzed SD-like sequence conservation separately within each set.
Protein Structural Data
Protein domain annotations were downloaded from Ciryam et al. (2013) . We cross referenced annotations between our data set and theirs, and for each annotated domain analyzed SD-like sites that occurred within 150 nucleotides downstream of the domain end (while maintaining previous restrictions on 5 0 and 3 0 gene ends). Control sites were selected from anywhere within the same gene (outside of SDlike sequences).
Data Availability and Computer Code
Data are provided as a supplementary file and all custom scripts and code that is sufficient to perform the analysis can be found at: https://github.com/adamhockenberry/ Internal_SD_conservation.
Supplementary Material
Supplementary data are available at Molecular Biology and Evolution online.
